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Abstract 
The benefits of free trade are well-established and 

widely accepted. Yet, despite the theoretical and 

empirical evidence of these benefits, trade 

liberalisation is not pursued with the vigour that 

the discourse its proponents use would imply. 

Many states maintain protectionist barriers to 

varying degrees, some of them relatively quite 

high. Why is this? Within most countries there are 

political forces which advocate both for 

protectionist and liberal trade policies. In each, 

there are also political institutions through which 

these competing preferences are aggregated, 

shaping policy outcomes. In this paper I propose a 

parsimonious approach to studying one such 

institutional mechanism particular to democracies: 

electoral systems, and the effect they have on 

trade policy. In past research electoral institutions 

have been simplistically modelled with a binary 

PR/plurality variable that is divorced from 

comparative institutional theory. Reliance on a 

binary variable has led to contradictory, 

inconclusive results. I construct a 13-point 

institutional index which models the personal-vote 

cultivation incentives of different electoral systems 

and propose a correlation between higher 

personal-vote incentives and higher protectionist 

trade policy. The results of within-between 

random effects (REWB) panel data regressions 

support my hypothesis and contention that 

political economic researchers should rethink their 

reliance on binary institutional variables and seek 

more nuanced institutional models. 
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